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Canada, we are often told, is really
big. Its vast distances have informed
everything from popular music to
the once-dominant “staples” and
“Laurentian” paradigms of economic
development. Moving Natures: Mobility
and Environment in Canadian History,
edited by Ben Bradley, Jay Young,
and Colin M. Coates is a welcome
intervention in several ﬁelds that
engage with Canada’s size, including
environmental history, mobility
studies, science and technology studies,
and Canadian social and cultural
history. Here, dominant narratives of
transportation networks as vaunted
annihilators of Canadian distances
are complicated and decentralized by
prying open the black-boxes of mobility
studies and environmental history with
the crowbars of the other. The editors
seek to add “materially grounded,
place-speciﬁc studies” of historical
interactions between “older, less exotic”
networks and the environment to
mobility studies, and the mechanisms
by which visitors enjoy parks, wilderness
areas, or “natural” leisure activities
to environmental history. (10) The
result is a well-rounded set of twelve
interdisciplinary stories that address
both the impact of mobility networks
on the environment as well as changing
perceptions of the environment when
viewed from different transportation
platforms.

Moving Natures is divided into two
sections. The ﬁrst and larger section
engages generally with mobility and
labour. Some of the essays here, such
as Daniel Macfarlane’s piece on the
St. Lawrence Seaway and Jay Young’s
fascinating account of displacing
dirt for the Toronto subways, are
concerned with the environmental
effects of transportation infrastructure.
Others, such as Merle Massie’s essay
on freighting and tourism in northern
Saskatchewan, deal with the impact
of the seasons on Canadian mobility
patterns. Seasonality is a major throughline of Moving Natures; the relationships
between Canadians and their seasons
have yet to be given the scholarly
attention they deserve, and these essays
suggest some potentials for the ﬁeld.
The second section is the more cohesive
and deals with the framing of Canadian
environment-based experiences
through mobility. Although tourism
appears as an analytic throughout this
volume, it is spotlighted here, where
the essays break down the methods
by which Canadians have undertaken
leisure voyages and centralize the lived
experiences of travelers. They highlight
how Canadian environments have
been constructed through mobility,
as Elsa Lam and Maude-Emmanuelle
Lambert show in their pieces on rail
and automotive tourism, suggesting
that mobility patterns “helped to make
certain environments into regionally
or nationally iconic landscapes.” (200)
These themes are helped along by
visuals such as promotional posters,
brochures, maps, and postcards,
which help tie the environmental
consequences of mobility to historical
perceptions of Canadian environments.
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